March 1, 2018

The Coalition for National Security Research

Dear Chairman Cochran, Chairwoman Granger, and Ranking Members Durbin and Visclosky,

As Congress begins the fiscal year (FY) 2019 appropriations process, enclosed please find the Coalition for National Security Research’s (CNSR) recommendations for funding levels for the Defense Science and Technology (S&T) program, and select program elements (PEs) that support innovations that ensure U.S. military technical superiority now and in the future. CNSR comprises the nation’s top research universities and institutes, scientific and professional associations, and non-profit organizations that work with the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) to advance the scientific research that helps create new weapon systems, defensive capabilities, and technologies that protect the warfighter and heal the wounded. CNSR members conducted more than $5.2 billion in DOD-sponsored scientific research in FY 2016.

While the President’s FY 2019 budget request is an improvement over the FY 2018 budget request, it would reduce the Defense S&T program below levels in the House and Senate FY 2018 Defense Appropriations bills. Given that the 2018 National Defense Strategy acknowledges an erosion of the American military’s longstanding competitive advantage, now is not the time to reduce our commitment to the Defense S&T program. Reducing overall Defense S&T funding, including basic research funding, would harm technological developments critical to maintaining our military superiority across land, sea, and air. More specifically, we are concerned that the FY 2019 budget request would reduce funding for the Army and Navy’s University Research Initiatives, Army basic research programs overall, Army S&T, and the Defense-Wide Manufacturing S&T Program. These programs have proven track records of producing technologies and military capabilities used in the battlefield.

Our recommendations stem from Innovation: An American Imperative (Innovation Imperative), a statement signed by the CEOs of Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, and Microsoft and endorsed by over 500 other leading organizations from industry, academia, and science and engineering. Specifically, the Innovation Imperative urges Congress to provide steady and sustained growth in funding of at least four percent for basic scientific research at numerous agencies, including DOD. As a cosigner of the Innovation Imperative, CNSR believes that if the U.S. is to maintain its technological superiority, we must prioritize federal scientific research
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We believe the Innovation Imperative is consistent with the Administration’s National Security Strategy, which says, “Losing our innovation and technological edge would have negative implications for American prosperity and power.” Providing steady and sustained growth in Defense S&T, including defense basic research, is one way to ensure we do not lose our innovation and technological edge over our adversaries.

**Basic Research PE Recommendations**

The defense basic research programs serve as the seed corn that has given rise to many of the military technologies deployed on the battlefield today. As a result of investments in defense basic research, our military has utilized night vision, stealth technology, near-real-time delivery of battlefield information, navigation systems, and precision munitions. CNSR members have conducted basic research that helped create military drones, nanotechnology, portable detection systems for improvised explosive devices (IEDs), and dramatically improved telecommunications systems.

We remain particularly concerned about the Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative (MURI) program. Since FY 2014, the program has only been able to support slightly over 20 projects on an annual basis. Each year, there are roughly between 50 and 60 proposals that go unfunded. Additionally, FY 2017 award funding declined by 2.5 percent from FY 2014 and saw a decrease in university participation of approximately 16 percent. Many of the technologies mentioned above were supported by MURI funding. Underfunding this program could result in the military technologies of tomorrow being discovered by other nations willing to invest in fundamental scientific research. **We urge Congress to increase funding for the MURI program and related programs such as Young Investigator Programs (YIP), National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowships, Vannevar Bush Faculty Fellowships, the Minerva Research Initiative, and the Manufacturing Engineering Education Program (MEEP).**

**Applied Research PE Recommendations**

Fundamental scientific research is just the first step to creating new military technologies. Researchers and scientists must apply the fundamental knowledge learned through basic research in order to solve military problems and develop the systems and components for potential solutions. The private sector is unable to solely assume the risk of applying fundamental knowledge to field the military technologies of tomorrow.

An example of a successful applied research program is the Defense-Wide Manufacturing Science and Technology Program, which provides resources for DOD’s contribution to the Manufacturing USA Network. The public-private partnership established through the Network is helping move discoveries in the nation’s universities and research laboratories to the defense industrial base, and focusing resources on developing the skilled workforce required to support a revitalized and modern U.S. manufacturing sector. Manufacturing USA is enabling innovation throughout the defense manufacturing industry, ensuring that the U.S. is able to domestically manufacture the world’s most respected and capable weapons systems, such as the F-35 fighter jet, the M1-A2 tank, and the Ohio Class submarine, while also securing our economic prosperity. Furthermore, the Network acts as a catalyst to spur private investment in our national security investments and support policies that promote innovation.
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technology. In fact, every federal dollar invested in the Manufacturing USA Network so far has spurred $2.05 of private sector investment into technologies to further our national security.

Finally, the 2018 National Defense Strategy says, “We cannot expect success fighting tomorrow’s conflicts with yesterday’s weapons or equipment.” CNSR wholeheartedly agrees. It is absolutely critical that Congress support the enclosed program elements within the Defense S&T program and basic research programs that provide the resources to maintain our technical superiority over our adversaries. In addition to supporting robust funding for DOD’s science and engineering enterprise, we plan to work with you to urge the Department’s leadership to sustain increased funding levels for these activities in future years, ensuring the longevity of a science and technology pipeline that will meet the goals of the National Defense Strategy and guard against evolving threats.

We thank you for your commitment to American security and prosperity. Please do not hesitate to contact us cnsr.dodresearch@gmail.com if we can be of any service to you.

Sincerely,

John Latini
Chairman
Coalition for National Security Research (CNSR)
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